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Abstract: Recent years, various data mining 

approaches have been used to get the bio-related 

information. The main motive of mining algorithm is to 

mine rules by linking Gene Ontology Terms. GOWAR 

helps to identify the inner relationships between terms 

by mining association rules. In this paper we make 

alterations to GOWAR algorithm by replacing FP-Tree 

Growth Algorithm with modified tree based approach. 

The basic steps are: i) transform input to Transaction 

Database (TDB), which is used as a main key for 

calculating support value, ii) calculate weighted support 

and minimum weighted support that helps in finding 

frequent items iii) mine weighted rules using 

constructed candidate set tree, and iv) prune rules 

which are not informative or irrelevant information 

with respect to the Confidence. The result of mining 

algorithms produce association rules and those rules 

help in providing assistance to biological researchers 

and ontology curators.  

Keywords: data mining, TDB, ontology, association 

rules, candidate set 

1. Introduction 

The Gene Ontology (GO) is the resource for 

annotating proteins and genes. They always have the 

added information which is utilized for the illustration 

of the role of the examined molecules. Keeping in 

mind, it uses the end goal to systematize such learning 

of vocabularies [2] to handle the GO terms. Different 

ontologies give clarification in various aspects. GO is 

an ontology that depicts the cellular level functionality 

of gene products in three classifications: Molecular 

Function, Biological Process, and Cellular Component.  

The association or relationship between gene or 

protein with a GO term that describes the single 

functionality is said to be GO Annotation. Each protein 

is annotated to numerous terms within each GO 

category. GO [3] is considered to be the widely used 

frameworks. It depicts the cellular level functionality of 

gene products that include natural process or BP, sub-

atomic capacity or MF and cell part or CC. Each of 

these categories is sorted out as a directed acyclic 

graph, with the  

basic structure of ‘is a’ and ‘part of’ relationships. It 

helps in incorporating good quality Ontology. These 

ontologies manage its own terms, that explain about 

biological molecules.  

The association within terms and sub-

ontologies is analyzed by a technique called annotation. 

Annotations such as GOA are stored in databases [4]. 

Thus GO term with specific domain annotates with GO 

terms from GOA database. The Gene Ontology 

Annotation (GOA) database provides improved manual 

annotations to the UniProt Knowledgebase. It uses the 

vocabulary of the Gene Ontology (GO) [4]. The Gene 

Ontology (GO) [3] is one of the utilized structures that 

are to a great extent. Analyzing data which is annotated 

is the main task as it produces meaningful knowledge 

to the Gene Ontology Terms [5], [6]. In the past, 

various methodologies and modified existing 

algorithms have been implemented. When it comes to 

the application of Association Rules (AR), the 

methodology used here is quite less popular because of 

its inconsistent data produced and it seemed to be the 

trivial task when compared to the statistic methods [7]. 

There are numerous advantages of AR mining from 

annotated data [8].  

Faria.et.al. [9] focused on the consistency of 

annotations during association rule mining. It  helps in 

avoiding inconsistent and redundant annotation which 

supports GO curators. At the same time, Benites.et.al. 

[10], also proposed a mining approach that discovers 

relations among the GO Terms of various categories. It 

is mainly focused on mining consistent associations 

that are not obvious. But the restrictions to the 

advanced methodologies are that they can use only one 

ontology where the previous approaches basically 

annotates gene or protein with any GO Ontologies.   

So, Manda et al. [12] came up with new method that 

uses association among terms and diverse ontologies 

that generate unweighted rules.  

To overcome this non weighted approach, they 

introduced GOWAR algorithm that mines weighted 

rules, i.e., where terms is associated to dissimilar 

ontologies. Information Content calculation here, has 

various formulations based on annotation based 

approach or intrinsic calculation and topology based 

approach or extrinsic calculation. The extrinsic IC 

calculation deals with the annotation data for a 

considered corpus and the intrinsic calculation IC 

depends on GO graph with its extracted structural 
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information. Intrinsic Calculation shows more biases 

than topological technique [23].  

Topology based approach is based on the 

topology of the graph. This graph shows the location of 

each GO term in a taxonomy where leaves will be more 

instructive compared to root.  In specific, intrinsic 

information content is computed by various topologica

behavior which is briefly described in [13]. It uses the 

IC formulation developed by Sanchez.et.al. [14] and 

uses the available annotation. This algorithm update 

makes the result more consistent when compared to the 

existing algorithms of [20] and [22].  

2. Literature Review 

Here we are going to recall and discuss the 

main methodologies of mining approaches t

to develop the better algorithms to overcome the 

constraints in the previous techniques. This will be 

helpful in the better understanding and the learning of 

knowledge acquired from Gene Ontology using various 

approaches. ARL from Gene Ontology [9] is based on 

the discovery of redundant or inconsistent annotations. 

It basically finds implicit relationships among GO 

Terms. Though proteins or genes perform similar task, 

they are considered to be inconsistently annotated. If a 

path connects two different genes or proteins (true path 

rule), then the annotation is redundant between them. 

This results in the problem in annotation structure. So 

preprocessing methodology is introduced to the 

annotated dataset that evade redundancy and exclude 

non genuine relationships  that share descendants. 

Faria.et.al. also included new characteristics to 

ARL algorithm, that improves the execution of

Relationship Learning (GRL) algorithm. Firstly, the 

relationships that have terms with more than 10 

descendants are removed from the annotated dataset. 

Secondly the relationships with less edges are also 

excluded from the dataset.  

Next level approach is the Manda.et.

technique called Multiontology data mining at All 

Levels (MOAL). They specifically focused on finding 

relations between GO functions and tissues using 

modified Apriori algorithm [16] that are not weighted. 

CO_ML and SO_ML rules are the basic categ

in mining. CO_ML is the mining using different terms 

in Ontology. AR algorithms take relevance of items as 

explained in [25].  

By introducing the main concept, GOWAR 

approach was evolved which helped in the extraction of 

weighted association rule. Giving weight to an item 

always gives efficiency to the result that is mined. This 

approach gives weight to the GO Term as Weighted 

Item (wi) using Information Content. Parallelly they 

introduced WeightedSupport, (WS), the product 

between the support of an item and the IC

transaction T is the total number of set of weighted 

information. Intrinsic Calculation shows more biases 

Topology based approach is based on the 

topology of the graph. This graph shows the location of 

each GO term in a taxonomy where leaves will be more 

instructive compared to root.  In specific, intrinsic 

information content is computed by various topological 

behavior which is briefly described in [13]. It uses the 

IC formulation developed by Sanchez.et.al. [14] and 

uses the available annotation. This algorithm update 

makes the result more consistent when compared to the 
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Where, n is the total number of transactions, 

WS(��) is the weighted support of an item and p is the 

threshold value in percentage. The steps include

calculate information content (ii) extract association 

rules.  

 

3. Materials And Methods

The main goal of the data mining approach is to 

mine new rules and to discover know

type of dataset. GOWAR, i.e. Gene Ontology Based 

Weighted Association Rules Mining, is the data mining 

approach which is used to mine 

rules with a high level of IC. This can be achieved 

without raising problems in the Sup

Confidence calculation. Here, we present the modified 

GOWAR algorithm, that mines the weighted 

association rules from GO and we use the Modified tree 

based approach. The architecture of GOWAR 

algorithm is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. System Architecture for Modified GOWAR 

Algorithm 

The steps of GOWAR Algorithm include: i) 

Group the GO Term and the IC value in the input

dataset with respect to protein id to get the Transaction 

Database (TDB) that helps in mining rules

Weighted Support for each item in the transaction 

database and minimum weighted support

Frequent Items using minimum weighted support i

Construct tree using candidate set t

using weighted support value and mine

non informative rules with respect to Confidence.

 

 

Algorithm 1. Gene Ontology Weighted Association 

Rules Mining (GOWAR)
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Weighted Association Rules Mining, is the data mining 

 weighted association 

rules with a high level of IC. This can be achieved 

without raising problems in the Support and 

Confidence calculation. Here, we present the modified 

GOWAR algorithm, that mines the weighted 

association rules from GO and we use the Modified tree 

based approach. The architecture of GOWAR 

 

itecture for Modified GOWAR 

 

The steps of GOWAR Algorithm include: i) 

Group the GO Term and the IC value in the input 

dataset with respect to protein id to get the Transaction 

Database (TDB) that helps in mining rules ii) Calculate 

Weighted Support for each item in the transaction 

and minimum weighted support iii) Find 

Frequent Items using minimum weighted support iv) 

Construct tree using candidate set tree based algorithm 

using weighted support value and mine rules v) Prune 

ules with respect to Confidence. 

Algorithm 1. Gene Ontology Weighted Association 

Rules Mining (GOWAR) 
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Need: n, WMinSupp, Con 

1: Data Structure: candidate-set Tree 

2: for all x ∈ n do 

3: if WS(��) ≥ WMinSupp then 

4: frequentItems← x 

5: end if 

6: end for 

7: candidate-set tree.create ← frequentItems 

8: mine (Con) 

9: Rules() 

10: end while 

 

Input Dataset In A Transaction Database (TDB) 

The initial step is the transformation of the 

input dataset into a TDB. The input dataset is shown in 

Table 1, 

Table 1. Input Dataset (sample) 

Family 

ID 

Protein 

ID 
GOA IC 

C1-set A0M8Q6 GO:0003823 9.16 

C1-set A0M8Q6 GO:0005576 9.79 

C1-set A0M8Q6 GO:0005886 9.74 

C1-set A0M8Q6 GO:0006956 9.93 

C1-set A0M8Q6 GO:0006958 10.07 

C1-set A0M8Q6 GO:0038095 10.02 

C1-set A0M8Q6 GO:0038096 10.07 

C1-set A0M8Q6 GO:0045087 8.94 

C1-set A0M8Q6 GO:0050776 6.48 

 

where in the first column represents the family ID, the 

second column represents the protein ID, the third 

column represents the identifier of gene ontology 

annotation, and the final column represents the 

information content. Basically, same protein can be 

annotated with n number of GO terms. Family ID and 

Protein ID combined together represent Transaction ID. 

For example, A0M8Q6 is the proteinID 

annotated with the GO Terms GO:0003823 with IC 

9.163626052, GO:0005576 with IC value 

9.792234711, GO:0005886 with its weight 

9.743444547 and so on to form the Transaction 

Database. Extracting frequent item is more efficient as 

explained in the Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Covert dataset into Transaction Database 

(sample). 

 

Family_I

D 

Protein_ 

ID 
GOA 

 

C1-set 

 

A0M8Q6 

[GO:0003823(9.16)], 

[GO:0005576(9.79], 

[GO:0005886(9.74)], 

[GO:0006956(9.93)], 

[GO:0006958(10.07)

], 

[GO:0038095(10.02)

], 

[GO:0038096(10.07)

], 

[GO:0045087(8.94)], 

[GO:0050776(6.48)] 

 

After this step, we should find out which terms 

belong to the Frequent Item List without which we 

cannot build a tree. 

 

Weighted Support And Minimum Weighted 

Support 

 
Classical formulation is used here to calculate 

the Weighted support (WS) of each item. This will help 

us not to compulsorily proceed further with any of the 

pre processing or post processing approach. The 

weighted support value ������ is given in equation 2, 

 �������� 2: ������ �  !� ∗ "���� 
       

Where, !�  is the weight or Information Content 

of an item and "����  is the total number of 

occurrences of an item x in the Transaction Database. 

The multiplication of these two variables will give us 

the value of weighted support. 

 

The database that has weighted transaction is 

said to be TDB or Transaction Database. A transaction 

set is defined in terms of TDB. The calculation of 

weighted minimum support is defined in equation 3: 

 

������� 3: �������% � $ ∑ &'()*+,*-. /� 0 ∗ � 

       

where, n is the total number of transaction in the 

dataset, N is the total number of items in the dataset, p 

is the user threshold value in percentage. The equation 

1 is the existing formulation and it is less efficient to 

find frequent items when compared to the equation 3 

formulation. This is because previous formulation does 

not consider the occurrence of the items in the dataset 

which may result in missing some information. 

 

Tree Construction 

 

Gene Ontology Weighted Association Rule 

mines weighted rules that produces efficient result and 

it varies based on the tree construction methodology. 

Here we construct tree using candidate set which finds 
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first frequent itemset followed by the construction of 

tree. According to the traditional algorithm, it finds the 

frequent item sets. But the drawback is that it produces 

only less number of tables i.e. less information. The 

knowledge mined is very few in previous approaches. 

To overcome this, new algorithm of tree construction is 

given below. 

 

 

Algorithm 2: Candidate set Tree based Algorithm 

 

1. i = 1 

2. Generate Candidate itemset Ci and find Frequent 

Items Fi 

3. Increment i 

4. From the previously identified frequent items Fi, 

generate next level Candidate Itemset Ci+1 followed by 

Fi+1; 

5. If the number of items in Fi is greater than the initial 

frequent itemset count (Fa>Fb), then construct tree with 

respect to Weighted Support and mine rules; 

6. Else, repeat 2, 3 and 4 until 5 

7. Prune rules using Weighted Confidence. 

 

 

Here we initially generate candidate itemset 

from the input dataset. From the candidate itemset Ci, 

we will shortlist the table by comparing its number of 

occurrences with the support value. The items with 

exceeding range of support value will get into the table 

while the remaining items are all discarded from the 

list. This resultant table is Frequent itemset Fi. Check if  

Fa is greater thean Fb, where Fa is the number of items 

in the current frequent itemset and Fb is the number of 

items in the initial frequent itemset. If so, construct tree 

with respect to weighted item. Else, generate Ci and Fi 

until it satisfies the condition (Fa>Fb) followed by the 

construction of the tree . It finds frequent items from 

that structure using the minimum support value.  

 

In our approach, it constructs tree using 1-

itemset table. The tree is leveled into structure by 

decrementing the root node from n-1, n-2, n-3, etc… 

Tree should be traversed from leaf node to root node 

i.e. it uses bottom-up approach. If the child node does 

not come under frequent itemsets, then its parent node 

will also be considered infrequent and they are rejected. 

 

4. Results 

 
Table 3. Convert input into transaction database 

 

Famil

y ID 

Protein 

ID 
GOA 

 

IIGP 

 

Q6NXR

0 

[GO:0005525{10.07991678}], 

[GO:0016020{6.678719402}], 

[GO:0016817{6.401087665}] 

IIGP 
M0R0T

1 

[GO:0016020{6.678719402}], 

[GO:0016817{6.401087665}], 

IIGP 
H0YBM

2 

[GO:0005525{10.07991678}], 

[GO:0016020{6.678719402}], 

[GO:0016817{6.401087665}] 

7tm_1 
A3KFT

3 

[GO:0004930{7.291823875}], 

[GO:0004984{9.962133748}], 

[GO:0005886{9.743444547}], 

[GO:0016021{8.375168691}] 

7tm_1 
A4D2G

3 

[GO:0004984{9.962133748}], 

[GO:0005886{9.743444547}], 

[GO:0016021{8.375168691}] 

7tm_1 
A6NCV

1 

[GO:0004930{7.291823875}], 

[GO:0004984{9.962133748}], 

[GO:0005886{9.743444547}], 

[GO:0016021{8.375168691}] 

IMD 
B4DW

A1 

[GO:0005634{9.141647145}], 

[GO:0005737{9.743444547}], 

[GO:0005886{9.743444547}], 

[GO:0007165{6.161249235}], 

[GO:0008093{10.07991678}], 

[GO:0017124{10.07991678}], 

[GO:0030054{7.959653247}], 

[GO:0032956{8.856141352}], 

[GO:0046847{10.07991678}], 

[GO:0005730{10.07991678}], 

 

Table 4. Calculate Weighted Support. 

Famil

y ID 

Protein 

ID 
GOA IC WS 

IIGP 
Q6NXR

0 

GO:000552

5 

10.0

7 

30.2397

5 

IIGP 
Q6NXR

0 

GO:001602

0 
6.67 

26.7148

7 

IIGP 
Q6NXR

0 

GO:001681

7 
6.40 

25.6043

5 

IIGP 
M0R0T

1 

GO:001602

0 
6.67 

26.7148

7 

IIGP 
M0R0T

1 

GO:001681

7 
6.40 

25.6043

5 

IIGP 
H0YBM

2 

GO:000552

5 

10.0

7 

30.2397

5 

IIGP 
H0YBM

2 

GO:001602

0 
6.67 

26.7148

7 

IIGP 
H0YBM

2 

GO:001681

7 
6.40 

25.6043

5 

7tm_1 
A3KFT

3 

GO:001602

1 
8.37 

41.8758

4 
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7tm_1 
A4D2G

3 

GO:000498

4 
9.96 

39.8485

3 

7tm_1 
A4D2G

3 

GO:000588

6 
9.74 

136.408

2 

7tm_1 
A4D2G

3 

GO:001602

1 
8.37 

41.8758

4 

7tm_1 
A6NCV

1 

GO:000493

0 
7.29 

21.8754

7 

7tm_1 
A6NCV

1 

GO:000498

4 
9.96 

39.8485

3 

7tm_1 
A6NCV

1 

GO:000588

6 
9.74 

136.408

2 

7tm_1 
A6NCV

1 

GO:001602

1 
8.37 

41.8758

4 

IMD 
B4DW

A1 

GO:000563

4 
9.14 

45.7082

3 

IMD 
B4DW

A1 

GO:000573

7 
9.74 

107.177

8 

IMD 
B4DW

A1 

GO:000588

6 
9.74 

136.408

2 

IMD 
B4DW

A1 

GO:000716

5 
6.16 

18.4837

4 

IMD 
B4DW

A1 

GO:000809

3 

10.0

7 

40.3196

6 

IMD 
B4DW

A1 

GO:001712

4 

10.0

7 

50.3995

8 

IMD 
B4DW

A1 

GO:003005

4 
7.95 

15.9193

0 

IMD 
B4DW

A1 

GO:003295

6 
8.85 

35.4245

6 

IMD 
B4DW

A1 

GO:004684

7 

10.0

7 

40.3196

6 

IMD 
B4DW

A1 

GO:000573

0 

10.0

7 

30.2397

5 

 

 

Table 5. Mine Frequent Items. 

Family ID Protein ID GOA 

7tm_1 A3KFT3 GO:0005886 

7tm_1 A4D2G3 GO:0005886 

7tm_1 A6NCV1 GO:0005886 

IIGP A1A4Y4 GO:0000139 

IIGP A1A4Y4 GO:0030670 

IIGP A1A4Y4 GO:0045087 

IMD B4DWA1 GO:0005634 

IMD B4DWA1 GO:0005737 

IMD B4DWA1 GO:0005886 

IMD B4DWA1 GO:0017124 

 

Table-6. Rule Mining.(Some of the rules mined) 

Rules 

GO:0060333 GO:0071556 

GO:0060333 GO:0071556 GO:0005634 

GO:0017124 

GO:0071556 GO:0005634 GO:0017124 

GO:0005634 GO:0017124 GO:0043005 

GO:0017124 GO:0043005 

GO:0030670 GO:0060333 

GO:0030670 GO:0060333 GO:0071556 

GO:0005634 

GO:0030670 GO:0060333 GO:0071556 

GO:0005634 GO:0017124 GO:0043005 

GO:0012507 GO:0030670 GO:0060333 

GO:0071556 GO:0005634 GO:0017124 

GO:0043005 

GO:0005737 GO:0019221 GO:0005886 

GO:0000139 GO:0005829 GO:0045087 

GO:0012507 

GO:0005737 GO:0019221 GO:0005886 

GO:0000139 GO:0005829 GO:0045087 

GO:0012507 GO:0030670 GO:0060333 

GO:0071556 GO:0005634 GO:0017124 

 

5. Discussions 

 
 This section shows the modified GO-WAR 

algorithm where it shows variations in the weighted 

support formulation (equation 2) and the tree based 

approach from the existing techniques. Weighted 

Support computations in previous approach do not 

consider the occurrences and thus they resulted in 

missing information. To overcome that, the new 

formulation for weighted support is calculated (Table-

4) that helps in providing meaningful knowledge. 

Previous approach of FP-Tree is complicated in its 

construction and it is memory consuming as they have 

to construct tree considering each item. In order to 

overcome that, candidate set tree based approach is 

implemented where it constructs tree only after the 

construction of frequent item sets according to the 

conditions mentioned in algorithm 2. Mining 

association rules in modified GO-WAR algorithm is 

obtained by means of candidate set tree based 

approach.  

 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

This section explains the mining of association 

rules using GO Terms. This helps in finding the 

implicit relationships between the terms of the Gene 

Ontology. Here we use modified GOWAR algorithm 

that shows its variation in the construction of the tree. 

Initial step is the conversion of dataset in a transaction 
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database. The extraction of Frequent Itemsets is more 

efficient with this data format. It computes weighted 

support from the transaction dataset. Then, minimum 

weighted support value is calculated using the modified 

minimum weighted support formula. If weighted 

support of an each item is greater than the minimum 

weighted support, then the item will be included in the 

frequent itemlist. If not, they are rejected from the 

frequent itemlists. Candidate sets are generated from 

the resultant frequent itemlist. If candidate list count is 

greater than the frequent item list count, hen tree should 

be constructed using candidate-set based algorithm 

(Tree based approach). Rules are mined using weighted 

support and information content which helps in finding 

meaningful knowledge. This helps to extract the 

detailed information of relationship between GO 

Terms. The unwanted information (irrelevant or 

redundant) are pruned using Confidence. GOWAR thus 

brings unknown relationships out among GO Terms. 

The information mined is not just the rules but it 

convey knowledge to the ontology curators. 
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